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Abstract—Wireless communication technologies such as WiFi,
ZigBee, or Bluetooth often suffer from interference due to many
devices using the same, unregulated frequency spectrum. Also,
wireless coverage can be insufficient in certain areas of a building.
At the same time, eavesdropping a wireless communication out-
side a building might be easy due to the extended communication
range of particular technologies. These issues affect mobile robots
and especially industrial mobile robots since the production
process relies on dependable and trustworthy communication.
Therefore, we present an alternative communication approach
that uses Near Field Communication (NFC) to transfer confiden-
tial data such as production-relevant information or configuration
updates. Due to NFC lacking security mechanisms, we propose
a secured communication framework that is supported by dedi-
cated hardware-based secure elements. To show the feasibility of
our approach, an Industry 4.0 inspired production process that
uses our communication approach is evaluated in simulation.

Index Terms—Near Field Communication; Industrial Robots;
Industry 4.0; Configuration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Having a trustworthy and dependable communication
channel is essential in many scenarios, especially in industrial
settings where the production process can be influenced
negatively due to malfunctioning communication between
involved devices. This applies in particular to so-called
smart factories as envisioned in high-tech initiatives such
as Industry 4.0 [1]. Such smart factories are characterized
by rapidly changing product demands, varying utilization
of different production machinery, and usage of industrial
autonomous mobile robots (IAMRs). Since IAMRs are
involved in the production process, they need to transfer
information between them and the involved production
machinery. Although wired network technologies are usually
preferred in industrial settings, wireless technologies are
required in such Industry 4.0 setting due to the IAMRs
not being stationary devices. Therefore, industrial wireless
technologies are gaining popularity [2] although they
generally suffer from the following three problems:

1) Interference: The 2.4GHz frequency band that is used
by communication technologies such as WiFi, Bluetooth
or ZigBee is crowded due to all these technologies
using the same spectrum. In addition, also devices such
as cordless telephones, baby phones or other remote

controlled accessories could potentially operate in the
2.4GHz range [3]. The alternative 5GHz range for WiFi
is also already used by other devices such as cordless
phones, radar, and digital satellites [4]. Due to many de-
vices operating in the same frequency range, interference
will occur and affect wireless communication.

2) Insufficient Coverage: Due to certain objects in build-
ings that dampen or even shield wireless communication
(e.g. walls or large production machines) it is costly
to provide good wireless coverage for every part of
a certain area. For IAMRs this is a problem due to
the non-deterministic behavior when navigating on a
factory floor. For instance, avoiding a moving obstacle
(e.g. humans) might require the IAMR to navigate to
a certain part of the factory floor without sufficient
wireless coverage.

3) Eavesdropping: The communication range of wireless
technologies such as WiFi (and particularly sub-GHz
ISM-band protocols) ranges up to several hundred me-
ters. Due to this fact, eavesdropping ongoing commu-
nication could be possible outside an enclosed factory
environment. This fact allows potential adversaries to
eavesdrop and attack wireless communication without
physical access to the smart factory, even if the commu-
nication is sufficiently secured against remote attacks.

In order to mitigate these problems, we propose to use
Near Field Communication (NFC) in industrial settings
due to the following three reasons. (i) NFC operates at a
different frequency range than the most commonly used
wireless technologies, thus reducing the risk of interference
with other devices. (ii) NFC only supports peer-to-peer
communication. Therefore, wireless coverage for a certain
area is not required. Instead, each communication partner
needs to be equipped with NFC capable devices. (iii) Due
to the limited communication range of NFC, eavesdropping
becomes more complicated for potential adversaries compared
to other wireless communication technologies. To account for
the previously discussed Industry 4.0 settings, NFC devices
need to be mounted on any production machinery and IAMR
that wants to communicate with other involved partners. We
present a hardware extension that can be integrated into new



equipment as well as retrofit to existing legacy devices. In
combination with security mechanisms that we are going
to present in this paper, this NFC extension is capable of
providing a dependable and trustworthy communication
mechanism that does not suffer from the previously
mentioned problems of other wireless communication
technologies. Because a production machine A can not
directly communicate with a second production machine
B due to the limited communication range of NFC, the
machines will rely on the IAMRs moving between them
to transport information from A to B. This concept of
communicating originates from the early days of IT, where
network connections were not that common. In a so-called
sneakernet [5], data was transported from A to B using
mediums such as floppy disks or USB sticks. In our case, this
sneakernet concept will therefore be introduced to (robotic)
wheels.

Contributions. Briefly, the contributions of this paper are:
(i) We propose to use NFC as communication technology for
industrial contexts that involve IAMRs to mitigate drawbacks
of other wireless technologies. (ii) To provide a secured and
reliable connection that can be used in new equipment as
well as for legacy hardware, we present a hardware extension
and the software components necessary for our approach. (iii)
The feasibility of our presented approach is then shown in a
simulation of an Industry 4.0 inspired use case.

Outline. The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows. In Section II background information on the involved
technologies as well as related work is discussed. The NFC-
based communication approach for IAMRs is then presented in
Section III. Section IV discusses and evaluates the feasibility
of that approach for Industry 4.0 inspired settings. Future work
and a conclusion are then given in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Industrial Robot Wireless Communication

Robot wireless communication has evolved from early
technologies such as infrared towards radio frequency (RF)
technologies such as Bluetooth and WiFi [6], [7]. Due to
the emergence of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and
the Internet of Things (IoT) in general, the mitigation of
interference effects is a focus in research [8], [9], [10]. Many
of the presented approaches try to minimize the effects of
interference by modifying the lower layer protocols (e.g.
MAC layer protocols). Although more robust solutions were
proposed in research, in current practice WiFi is still seen
as the de-facto standard in industrial communication due to
factors such as low cost, ease of integration, and compatibility
with almost any system. Therefore, special variants of wireless
technologies suited for industrial use have been proposed [11].

The topic of robot wireless communication is also dis-
cussed concerning robotic inspired use cases such as the
RoboCup that is seen as a testbed for future robotic solutions.

Rooker and Birk [12] show that using wireless communication
poses certain constraints that need to be considered in the
respective robotic use case. Liu et al. [13] compare different
communication technologies regarding their dependability and
delay. The authors also note that wireless communication is
especially critical in industrial settings. Santos et al. [14],
[15] present measures on how to efficiently use a shared
wireless communication channel in RoboCup competitions. In
contrast to that, Birk et al. [16] propose to use cable-based
communication for scenarios where reliable communication
is of utmost importance such as for rescue robots. However,
to the best knowledge of the authors, no satisfactory solution
suited for robot to machine communication has been presented
yet.

B. Near Field Communication (NFC)
NFC operates at an RF of 13.56MHz, typically at a range

of 3 cm-10 cm and supports bit rates of 106, 212, 424, and
848 kbps. The technology is based on several RFID standards
and operates in a so-called contactless communication mode.
The most common and well-known fields of application for
NFC are mobile payment and access control systems [17].
NFC supports the following three standardized modes of op-
eration: (i) Card Emulation Mode: The NFC device emulates
a (smart) card; no RF field is generated by the device (passive
mode). (ii) Reader/Writer Mode: The NFC device generates
an RF field that is used to communicate with a passive
device. The passive device also can be powered through the
RF field emitted by the active device. (iii) Peer to Peer
Mode: In this mode, a master/slave principle is used. The
communication’s initiator is defined as master. Independent on
the chosen mode of operation, the device pairing principle of
NFC is fundamentally different compared to other wireless
technologies such as WiFi or Bluetooth. NFC devices are
paired by bringing the two communicating devices in close
proximity of each other [18]. Other than the so-called security
by proximity principle, NFC provides no security mechanisms
at the link layer; therefore, security needs to be provided by
the application layer.

C. Authenticated Encryption (AE)
To provide data confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity

AE comprises symmetric cryptography and Message Authen-
tication Codes (MAC) [19]. Symmetric encryption (or private
key encryption) requires both communicating partners to be
in possession of the same shared secret that is then used
for encryption and decryption of data. The most commonly
used symmetric cryptographic algorithm is the Advanced En-
cryption Standard (AES) [20]. AES provides various modes
of operation that provide different characteristics regarding
execution speed or size of the implementation. Some of
these modes such as AES-CCM or AES-GCM support the
calculation of AE.

D. One-Time Ticket (OTT)
OTTs are similar to one-time passwords [21] in that they are

used to authorize an entity to access a certain service exactly



once. An OTT is issued to a certain entity and might be valid
only for a given time. If the ticket holder tries to use the
ticket after it has expired, access to the service is rejected.
The concept of using tickets to access services is applied in
widely used protocols such as Kerberos [22].

E. Security Controller (SC)
SCs are dedicated hardware-based secure elements that are

capable of providing a secured execution environment for
security-critical code as well as secured data and application
storage. These functionalities can be offered by SCs due to
their tamper resistance [23]. An SC that provides tamper re-
sistance uses appropriate countermeasures to mitigate physical
attacks. These kind of attacks are different to remote attacks
as physical attacks are performed by adversaries who have
physical access to the system under attack. Physical attacks are
not a focus of research in robotics yet; however, the necessity
to have some instance that provides reliable execution of
software components in mobile robots was already proposed
by Tomatis et al. [24]. Although the authors implemented
their SC in software, its correct functionality is validated by a
dedicated processor to improve the safety and security of the
presented mobile robot platform.

III. NFC-BASED COMMUNICATION

To enable production machinery as well as IAMRs to
communicate using NFC technology, these devices need to be
equipped with appropriate NFC-capable hardware. Addition-
ally, a secured communication protocol needs to be applied to
provide a trustworthy and dependable data channel. Therefore,
we present NFC enhancement hardware for production ma-
chinery and IAMRs as well as a communication protocol fitted
to the presented hardware. The feasibility of our approach
will be evaluated int the context of the RoboCup Logistics
League’s (RCLL). Since the RCLL’s goal is to provide a
factory automation testbed that resembles an Industry 4.0
motivated scenario including IAMRs [25], we consider this
league as an ideal setting to evaluate our proposed approach.

A. NFC Enhancement Components
NFC communication supports different communication

modes; however, all of these communication modes require
an active (master) and a passive (slave) device in order to
establish a connection and transfer data. In an Industry 4.0
inspired use case that involves production machinery and
IAMRs, we propose to implement the IAMRs as active devices
while the production machinery will be implemented as pas-
sive device. This allocation of roles would allow the IAMRs
to communicate with production machinery independent of
the machines current (power) state. Therefore, an approaching
IAMR could, for example, turn on or activate the respective
production machine, without the passive machine having to
poll or wait for incoming connections. Both, the active and
passive NFC enhancements are shown in Fig. 1 where the
proposed hardware components are applied to an Industry 4.0
inspired simulation that was adapted from the RCLL’s official
simulation environment [26].

Robot NFC Enhancement Machine NFC Enhancement

Controller
Security

Controller I²C
NFC

NFC
Chip

NFC
Security

ControllerController
LAN LAN

I²C

Fig. 1: Concept of NFC-based robot to machine communica-
tion applied to RCLL game simulation in Gazebo.

B. Robot (Active NFC Device)

The Robot NFC Enhancement component that is the active
NFC device is shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 1 and
comprises the following three components:

1) The NFC Chip provides the necessary interface to
initiate and execute NFC communication. Due to the
component being active, the NFC chip always needs to
be powered by a power source provided by the IAMR.

2) The SC executes security related code that is required
for the proposed communication protocol. In addition,
the SC also provides secured storage for confidential
information such as key material. SCs that are suitable
for industrial use cases are offered, for example, in
Infineon’s Optiga family [27].

3) The Controller operates as an interface to the IAMR and
thus, provides interfaces to connect the NFC enhance-
ment to existing robotic hardware.

C. Machine (Passive NFC Device)

The Machine NFC Enhancement component that acts as
passive NFC device is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 1
and comprises the following two components:

1) The SC provides an NFC interface as well as secured
execution of security relevant code. To be independent
of machine states, the SC should be powered by the NFC
field of the active device. SCs that provide this feature
can be found, for example, in Infineon’s SLE78 family.

2) The Controller acts as a gateway between SC and exist-
ing hardware and thus, provides appropriate interfaces
such as Ethernet or I2C.

D. Communication Protocol

In addition to the NFC enhancement components discussed
in Section III-A we also propose a communication protocol
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Fig. 2: Sequence diagram of communication handshake.

that provides the necessary security measures entailed by the
transfer of confidential data in industrial scenarios. To protect
that data, we identify the following types of attacks that need
to be mitigated by our approach:

Eavesdropping: Although NFC has a limited communica-
tion range, data confidentiality needs to be protected such that
no unauthorized party has access to transferred data.

Manipulated Packets: Packet manipulation by potential
adversaries must be detected in order to protect data integrity.

Authorized Communication Partners: Unauthorized
senders must be detected in order to reject data sent by such
communication partners. Thus, data authenticity is protected.

Replay Attacks: Captured and re-sent data that is
unmodified must be identified and rejected in order to
mitigate replay attacks and thus, protect the system’s
functionality.

To mitigate all of the mentioned attack types, we propose
to apply AE in combination with OTTs. AE is used to
provide data confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity. In
addition, we use OTTs to detect and mitigate replay attacks.
The master requests the OTT from the slave after initiating
the communication. OTTs are directly generated at the slave
when they are requested. Upon reception of that ticket, the
master then is allowed to send a single message to the slave
using this ticket. The sequence of this simple handshake and
data sending is shown in Fig. 2.

The OTT used in our approach is composed of two
components: (i) a random number, and (ii) the issued
timestamp of a given ticket. In contrast to other approaches
such as Kerberos, where multiple tickets can be issued and
used at the same time, our approach only allows one ticket
to be valid at any time. That is, if an OTT is requested, the
ticket issuer (machine) stores the corresponding Ticket ID
that comprises a random number and the issue timestamp. If
a new ticket is requested without the old one being used, the
old OTT automatically becomes invalid since it is overwritten.
To request an OTT, the requester also needs to specify the
timestamp of the OTT request. Both request and OTT are then
only valid for a specified amount of time to mitigate replay
attacks. Due to the ticket information being confidential, it
also needs to be sent encrypted. The NDEF packet structure
we use for the whole communication process is shown in
Fig. 3. The fields included in this NDEF message are:

Encrypted
Payload

MAC
Cipher Spec

2 Byte

Plaintext
Timestamp

4 Byte
Ticket ID

4 Byte

Fig. 3: NDEF packet structure.

Cipher Spec: Specifies the algorithm and used key length
for AE. This information is transmitted unencrypted.

MAC: The MAC calculated for the entire message; trans-
mitted unencrypted.

Ticket ID: The OTT’s ID (random number) that can be
generated using a true random number generator provided by
the SC. The ticket ID is transmitted encrypted.

Timestamp: The timestamp of either the ticket request or
the ticket issuing. The timestamp is transmitted encrypted.

Plaintext: The information of the transferred message. The
plaintext is transmitted encrypted.

IV. EVALUATION

To evaluate our presented approach, we discuss two mea-
sures that are essential for determining the feasibility for
industrial use-cases: security and communication performance.

A. Security Analysis

Using the NFC enhancement components discussed in
Section III-A in combination with the protocol presented in
Section III-D the following security-related properties can be
provided by our approach:

CIA: Data Confidentiality, Integrity, and Authenticity are
provided by the applied AE that is executed in a secured
environment on the SC. The used key material that is also
confidential is protected by the tamper resistance provided by
the SC. Thus, eavesdropping, packet manipulation, and unau-
thorized access can be mitigated by our presented approach.

Replay Attacks: By using OTTs, also replay attacks are
mitigated since a captured package cannot be re-sent by an
attacker to provoke an unwanted machine state. Without this
measure, an attacker could, for example, capture a message
that configures a machine such that a certain product is
produced, and re-send this message at a later time.

B. Communication Performance

We analyze and discuss communication performance-based
on two use-cases that are prevalent in industrial scenarios.
(i) Robot to machine communication to configure a machine
for the respective production process. In network terms, this is
a unicast message. (ii) To send information such as firmware
updates or global configuration changes to all machines, a
multicast/broadcast is required.



(a) Random machine positions.

(b) Fixed machine positions.

Fig. 4: Simulation setup for (a) randomized and (b) fixed
machine positions. The black squares are simulated machines,
red circles are moving IAMRs, blue circles represent IAMRs
interacting with machines, and white lines represent the
IAMRs’ trajectories.

C. Unicast Message

To analyze the feasibility of robot to machine communica-
tion, we compare the connection timings of a point-to-point
wireless TLS connection between two Raspberry PI 3 and our
presented approach when sending a message of 256 bytes.
In an ideal case where only the two involved devices are
in the WiFi network, we measured an average message time
including the TLS handshake of about 100ms. Compared to
our approach, the handshake also needs on average 100ms.
That means our approach is able to perform equally as fast as
TLS for small amounts of data.

D. Multicast/Broadcast Message

In addition to unicast messages, we also analyze
multicast/broadcast messages in the form of a configuration
update (e.g. firmware) that should be transported to all
machines. Since other technologies such as WiFi or Ethernet
offer a faster distribution time than our NFC-based approach,
sending urgent broadcast information such as emergency
stops is infeasible using our presented approach and needs to

be done using other technologies. However, we believe that
non-urgent configuration updates can be applied efficiently
using our approach.

In this evaluation, we investigate the difference between
using a dedicated update robot and using a wireless sensor
network (WSN) inspired algorithm to deliver broadcast mes-
sages without having a dedicated update robot. The WSN
algorithm we apply is the so-called Trickle algorithm [28]
where a node sends an update until the same update infor-
mation received from another node. As evaluation setting,
we simulate an RCLL inspired factory floor consisting of
10 production machines and a varying number of IAMRs as
shown in Fig. 4 where we consider two cases: (a) machine
positions are randomized for each simulation run and (b)
machine positions are fixed. We ran 1000 distinct simulations
for both scenarios with the number of IAMRs ranging from 1
to 10. The results of that simulation are shown in Fig. 5 where
the average time required for a broadcast to reach all machines
is plotted. As shown in Fig. 5a, having more than 4 IAMRs
would outperform having a dedicated update robot while also
being more energy and cost efficient due to not requiring
the otherwise necessary additional IAMR. When running the
same simulation setting with fixed machine positions where an
optimized update schedule for the dedicated update robot can
easily be defined (see Fig. 4b), at least 6 IAMRs are necessary
to outperform the dedicated update robot (see Fig. 5b).

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we propose to consider NFC as an alterna-
tive to other wireless technologies in industrial contexts and
RoboCup competitions. To account for the security and per-
formance requirements of industrial data transfer, we present
NFC enhancement components that can be used to equip exist-
ing as well as new devices with NFC functionality. In addition
to that, we also propose a secured communication protocol
that relies on AE and OTTs to provide data confidentiality,
integrity, and authenticity while also mitigating replay attacks.
We show the feasibility of our presented approach in terms of
a security analysis as well as performance evaluations for two
messaging scenarios. As future work, we plan to also evaluate
WSN routing protocols regarding their efficiency if combined
with our NFC-based communication approach.
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(a) Random machine positions.
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(b) Fixed machine positions.

Fig. 5: Simulation results for (a) random machine positions
and (b) fixed machine positions for 1 to 10 IAMRs.
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